Recent work on multifunctional materials has demonstrated that high-strength composites could be integrated with active Li-ion battery material to create high strength and high energy density storage structures that could meet the transportation requirements on mobility and energy storage density. However, the performance and the design of the multifunctional materials require fundamental understanding of the mechanical behavior of the integrated Multifunctional Energy Storage (MES) Composites systems under various loading conditions. Characterization of this new class of multifunctional materials would become very challenging without an adequate simulation model to guide the tests and validate the results.
INTRODUCTION
Electrical Vehicles (EV) has been widely accepted in automotive industry as the solution to improve fuel economy and reduce emissions. Lithium-ion batteries are used in most applications due to their high energy density, but are not as robust as some other rechargeable technologies. Even the state-of-the-art Lithium-ion batteries add significant weight to vehicles both in the form of battery weight and supporting systems. This weight significantly hinders vehicle performance and efficiency. A primary source of the penalty is that the battery packs and supporting structures each serve only one purpose, i.e. energy storage or load bearing. These issues motivated researchers to develop multifunctional battery materials and configurations for additional weight saving. Among many research ideas, Structures and Composites Laboratory (SACL) at Stanford University has developed Multifunctional Energy Storage (MES) Composites cells and systems that combine Li-ion battery materials and carbon fiber composites in a novel approach [1] . Through unique design and fabrication processes, MES Composites are proven to be able to store electrical energy as well as taking mechanical loads. Unlike traditional EV battery packs, the battery material within MES Composites undertakes significant mechanical stress during operation [1] . The need to fully understand the material properties and behavior under various loading conditions motivated the proposed research of numerical simulation on MES Composites.
In the past, various attempts have been made to model the mechanical behavior of battery cells and battery packs. Sahraei et al. modeled jellyroll and pouch cells as compressible foam with a homogenized isotropic constitutive behavior and validated with punch and bending tests [2, 3] . Ali et al. adopted Gurson's material model to account for the effect of porosity in separator and electrode sheets under constrained compression [4] . Greve and Fehrenbach successfully predicted fracture and the initiation of an internal short circuit by using a macro-mechanical model based on the classical Mohr and Coulomb criterion [5] . However, these models and approaches are only capable of modeling the global mechanical response of batteries in simple configurations, either pouch or jellyroll, and failed to address the interactions between battery layers and surrounding materials. This paper presents the development of a simulation model that can accurately predict the mechanical behavior of MES Composites from coupon level, cell level, module level, all the way to system level. The model has detailed cell configuration and interface interactions below module level and is able to provide stress/strain/damage distribution within every component of the multifunctional material. Homogenization techniques are used to model MES Composites beyond system level to reduce computational cost. Given appropriated material properties and desired loading and boundary conditions, this parametrized model can provide system-level stiffness, deflection, as well as strain distribution in composite facesheets. The model of MES Composites has been implemented in a commercial finite element code. A comparison of structural response and failure modes from numerical simulations and experimental tests has been studied. The results of the study showed that the predictions of elastic and damage responses of MES Composites at various loading condition, such as bending, tensile, and compression tests, agreed with the test data.
METHOD OF APPROACH
In order to understand the mechanical behavior of MES Composites, initial set of experiments were conducted on all components, including battery layers in a pouch cell form, carbon fiber facesheets, and Polyethylene coupons. Based on the experimental findings, an elastic-plastic model was used to simulate MES Composites cells and modules under different loading conditions. Next, a series of experiments were conducted to validate the numerical model. Last, a design and parameterized model was developed to optimize mechanical behavior in any given loading and power requirement. 
MATERIAL MODEL

Composite Facesheet
MES Composites can take different types of materials as facesheet, such as laminate/woven carbon fiber composites, aluminum, glass fibers, etc. In this paper, carbon fiber facesheets are used and modeled as laminate composites with Hashin failure criteria. Laminate composite material models are presented despite that woven composite is more frequently used. Woven material models are also being used for large deformation and crush simulations [6] . 
Polyethylene Frame and Rivets
PE material is currently modeled as linear isotropic material. Even though it has plastic response in large deformation, it is ignore because the overall mechanical contribution from PE is low. The plasticity only affects MES Composites in large deformation or crush, which is not presented in this paper. The tensile tests below gives an estimate Young's Modulus of 350 MPa, which agrees with results from other researchers [7] . 
Battery Homogenization
Active battery material consists of repeated thin layers of electrodes and separators. Homogenization is commonly used to model the mechanical behavior of the overall battery stack. Current most state-of-the-art modeling techniques assume the material to be homogeneous and isotropic, with data fitting techniques such as power law. This approach is relatively easier to model and provides a fairly accurate result for global behavior. However, they require unique material properties for different configurations, such as small or large pouch cells, despite of having the same material. The model in this paper also first takes a homogenization approach [8] , but the constitutive relation varies to take account the softening between battery layers under large deformation. After homogenization, the active battery material is modeled as non-linear orthotropic material as shown below. It has different properties in each direction, as well as varying out-of-plane shear modulus that are suitable for any configuration. For linear mechanical response, battery material has a similar formulation as composite, since they are both orthotropic. The battery material has a much lower out-of-plane shear modulus due to lack of lamination or bonding between layers. Most of the structural integrity is provided by the surrounding structures, such as facesheet, rivets and frames. For small deformation of MES Composites under mechanical loads, the contribution from the nonlinear term αijσij 3 becomes insignificant. The model can be drastically simplified by setting αij to zero, resulting a traditional orthotropic model as composite. For large deformations, such as crushing, the model will have non-linear behavior, which will result in a varying shear modulus based on given applied out-of-plane stress distribution, additional αij are needed to model in such phenomenon. The results of the parametric study will be presented in the future. The compliance is then inverted and transferred into local coordinates. Similar to facesheet, the modulus of homogenized battery stacks in this model is calculated from tensile test results of smaller MES Composites coupons, discounting the contribution from facesheets.
(1)
Component Interface
There are four types of interactions between different parts: they are facesheetpolymer, battery-frame, battery-rivet, and battery-facesheet. Battery and carbon fiber interface are non-sticky, so tangential and normal contact properties are used in the model. Tangential contact is modeled as classical isotropic Coulomb friction. It assumes that no relative motion occurs for the linear part of the deformation. Normal contact is modeled as the penalty Lagrange constraint enforcement. Polymer and facesheet are melted together during manufacturing. The bonding can be modeled as cohesive properties between two parts. The elastic traction-separation law with damage initiation and evolution laws are used to govern the behavior of the cohesive behavior.
FEM IMPLEMENTATION AND MECHANICAL TEST RESULTS
The flowchart below summarizes the overall approach of the modeling techniques. This follows a typical material development in Finite Element Code, such as ABAQUS, with the unique methods in the middle boxes. The battery model generates the homogenization scheme and the constitutive law to govern the mechanical behavior of the battery layers as mentioned above. The interface model, on the other hand, controls the linear and failure states between battery-CF, battery-PE, and CF-PE interfaces. The parameters are calibrated in the coupon and cell-level tests, and are directly applied to the module and system-level simulations. The model is able to simulate MES Composites in any architecture and configuration. Results of 4x4 rivet distribution are chosen in this paper. Figures below show the load and displacement curves for each couple under the aforementioned loading condition. It is apparent that the experiments are repeatable, especially in the linear region (beginning part of the curves). The strips with PE cores have the strongest bending stiffness, as well as the highest strengths. The riveted strips show significant improvements over the non-riveted cases. The linear region is taken below and compared with simulation results that were done previously. It shows an agreement of greater than 80%. 
Cell-level Testing and Simulation
Module-level Testing and Simulation
Two multi-cell MES Composites module are fabricated and subject to a three-point bending load. Due to the complexity of the module, large number of elements are needed to fully capture the detail of each component. A quarter beam model with symmetrical boundary conditions is created for simplicity. There are about 300000 elements with a mixed type of C3D8R, SC8R, and C3D6 in Abaqus. Strain gauges are mounted on the beam and the location are shown in red circles and the strain measurements are used to validate the model. Initial tests showed that the module is softer than we expected. The main reason is that the top flange of the module are glued with the webs, instead of co-cured. An additional layer of soft bonding material is introduced in the numerical model to take account the softening. The modulus of this thin layer is set to close to zero. After this adjustments, the load and displacement curve of the simulation agrees with the experiment within 7% as shown below. For the strain measurements and simulation, we have observed that the strain distribution has a large variance across small change of location, even between two adjacent elements. This is because the beam has a relative short span compared to its height. The back lines in the figures below show a bound of possible simulated strain, with the middle line being the element that's the most close to the real location. The non-linearity of the strain measurements are the results of manual fabrication errors of bonding all components together. 
System-level Simulation and Design
The system-level simulation is also an on-going effort of development. The current design of the system is the floor of an EV of similar size as a Tesla Model S. The design is also based on a similar battery capacity of 85 kWh. The current full-scale model is simplified and no rivets are present due to computational limit. This will provide a guideline for normal operation condition and a rough estimate on the total weight saving. As the diagram shown below, the MES Composites battery pack sits on two axels of the vehicle and carries the body weight of the car and the passengers of total 1.5 ton. This is the static condition as a parking car would experience. From the first order of estimate, a maximum 0.03% principle strain is observed around the pack-axel joint, and a much lower strain inside the battery cells. It is within a safe range of the material limit. This gives a total weight of 500 kg, which is about 30% weight saving compared with a Tesla battery pack of 85 kWh. The specification of such a system is also given below. It is important to notice that this design is not the optimized design, but rather a starting point of a full-scale design. The final design would have a similar, but different dimension. Other loading conditions, such as a dynamic load and frontal load are also being studied. 
Application of SHM on MES Composites
The previous development from Ladpli et al. has shown that MES Composites utilize in-situ integration of sensor/actuator networks to enable battery and structural health monitoring capabilities [9] . In addition to the strain gauges mentioned above, SHM-based ultrasonic inspection techniques have been adopted for battery health prediction of MES Composites under static state (Figure 14) . In reality, MES Composites will become a part of the structure that constantly takes mechanical load during operation. Research has shown that structural loads have significant influence on piezo-sensor signals [10] . The simulation model, together with the strain gauges, helps to predict the strain distribution of the entire cell, module, and/or system. As a result, proper load compensation techniques can be used for more accurate state-awareness of batteries. In addition, this simulation tool provides a framework for numerical training of the MES Composites for passive impact reconstruction. Similar research has been done previously by SACL members on impact identification of composite panels [11] , and the theories can be directly transferred to the MES Composites. The stiffness changes for different architectures, such as rivet size, and the simulation tool is able to capture this effect.  Under a significant amount of mechanical load, MES Composites cells and modules still behave linearly elastic, which further substantiates the mechanical rigidity of the design. Upon further loading, the cells will eventually break mechanically, followed by electrical failures.  From system-level analysis, an EV-sized MES Composites battery pack can save around 30% weight compared to the state-of-the-art automobiles in the market.  Post failure and crush analysis will be the next step to complete the development of this numerical tool.
